
The MSAB Tablet is a lightweight and easy to use turnkey 

solution. It is designed for the frontline, where mobile data 

recovery needs to happen quickly to ensure timely access 

to evidence.

With a touch screen interface, the Tablet is designed 

to quickly and easily recover data from mobile devices. It 

allows you to connect the mobile device, touch the screen 

and extract the data within minutes.

Simplified  
user interface

User Defined Workflow 
and Case Fields

Portable  
and flexible

Fast extraction 
times

• XRY Logical and/or Physical 12 month 
License with updates

• XAMN Viewer software for analysis 
and reporting

• 11th Gen Intel Core I7 Processor tablet 
with anti-glare and anti-smudge display

• Ruggedized Case + detachable 
keyboard

• XRY Cable Kit
• AC/DC Adapter
• Memory Card Reader – Write 

Protected
• SIM Card Reader
• Free cable updates for 12 months

• 11th Gen Intel Core I7 Processor
• 13” Touch Screen
• 16GB RAM
• 1TB Solid State Drive
• Win 10 64Bit OS
• 3 Year warranty
• Tablet Unit: 288.4 x 207.9 x 8.44 mm 

(11.35” x 8.18” x 0.33”)
• Keyboard: 284.2 x 215.6 x 5.1 mm 

(11.18” x 8.48” x 0.2”)
• Weight: 800g (1.8 lbs) (Tablet only)

Contact sales@msab.com to get started!

MSAB | sales@msab.com | msab.com
54-0001-06
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MSAB Tablet

Rapid Access to Mobile Data
With its ease of use the Tablet provides first responders with real-time evidence 
and intelligence gathering capability in the most flexible form factor to date. 
Whilst complex cases or devices will always need highly trained personnel, 
the Tablet can help speed up the ‘triage’ process of assessment by allowing 
investigators quick access. 

Extract and view
The Tablet offers support for extraction of mobile devices through cable and 
Bluetooth. Users perform extractions in a simplified extraction wizard, in an easy 
to use touch based interface. Extracted data can be overviewed and explored in the 
Viewer application. Through a powerful search function, and easy to use graphics, 
specific selections of the extracted data can be displayed. The extraction creates a 
secure XRY file, containing all extracted data from the device. 

Workflow Configuration
By the creation of workflow sequences a user can be guided through a tailored 
extraction process. The workflow can be configured for your specific organizational 
needs to include or exclude tasks that meet your policies. This simplifies and secures 
the process of device extraction and examination. A typical workflow sequence can 
also include help screens to guide the user in the extraction process.

User Administration
User management offers control of tasks being performed on the Tablet. When 
a user is created the administrator assigns rights to workflow sequences for that 
user. Examples of workflow sequences include Extract data, View extraction, SIM id 
cloner as well as custom made multistep workflow sequences. In standard user mode 
the device is locked down and all user activities are logged. This way activities are 
traceable and the extraction process is transparent. User Administration functions 
also include privileges to delete and export all user files.
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